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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a convolution similar to that defined by Ionescu Tulcea- 
Simon [3] is developed by means of an extension of the underlying convolu- 
tion of functions to convolution of measures. The hypotheses under which 
the extension obtains are relatively weak and it is to be noted that associativity 
is not assumed (an elementary non-associative example is given in Section 2). 
Under various hypotheses additional to those assumed in Section 2 one 
may obtain (using other results in this paper) generalized translation operators 
in the sense of Levitan [4] and several Banach algebras. An interesting example 
where solutions to partial differential equations are used to generate the 
underlying convolution is given by Povzner [6]. 
The general thrust of this work is towards the spectral representation of 
certain families of operators. In particular a left-convolution (see [2]) is 
obtained in Section 4. This may be used in the construction of locally compact 
spaces on which the integrations are performed (see [3] p. 1765 and [5] p. 6). 
The remaining sections of this paper are as follows: Section 2. AnLl-type 
convolution, Section 3. Convolution of measures, Section 4. Translation of 
functions and measures, and Section 5. The compactness condition (iii) of 
Section 2. The main results are Theorems 1 and 2, and for applications, the 
corollaries of Theorem 2. 
The author gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to C. Ionescu 
Tulcea for many fruitful discussions of material in this paper. 
2. AN L1-TYPE CONVOLUTION 
Let 2 be a locally compact space, ,X(Z) the space of continuous complex- 
valued functions on 2 with compact support and M(Z) the space of regular 
* Supported in part by a Union College Faculty Research Grant. 
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Bore1 measures on 2. We shall use the following notations (following [l]): 
Ml(Z) = {p 1 p E M(Z), TV is bounded}; 
MC(Z) = {II j p E M(Z), supp(p) is compact}; 
~(Z, K) = if I fE ~(a supp(f) = KI 
where K is a subset of Z. The sup norm on ,X(Z) will be denoted 11 Ilrn and 
11 I/ will denote the norm TV + sz d 1 p 1 on Ml(Z). We shall use (f, p) 
or (CL, f) to denote lz f dp whenever f E X(Z) and p E M(Z). Unless 
the contrary is stated, M(Z) and its subspaces are endowed with the subspace 
topology induced by u(M(Z), X(Z)). W e d enote by 9 the inductive limit 
topology on MC(Z) associated with the family of Banach spaces 
VW, K)? II IOKEX ) 
where X is the collection of compact subsets of Z and for each K in X, 
M(Z, K) is the space of measures with support contained in K. 
Suppose m E M(Z), supp m = Z and m is positive. For each f in C(Z) a 
measure f * m is defined by the equations 
Ikd(f-m)=jkfdm, k E X(Z). 
Convention: For each k in X(Z) andf in C(Z) we denote (k, f * m) by (f, k). 
X(Z) will be assumed to be endowed with the topology u(X(Z), X(Z) - m) 
(where X(Z) * m = {f * m 1 f E ,X(Z)>) unless otherwise stated. Denote by 
11 //r the norm on ,X(Z) given by f + s 1 f ( dm and by %Y the topology (on 
X(Z) or C(Z)) f o uniform convergence on compact subsets of Z. 
Let z -+ z’ be a homeomorphism of Z such that (2’) = z for each z in Z. 
For each f in C(Z) denote by f the mapping z + f (z’). 
Let (f,g)+f *g b e a bilinear mapping of ,X(Z) x X(Z) into .X(Z). 
Suppose that * satisfies: 
(i) For each compact subset A of Z there is a compact subset KA of 
Z such that f * g E X(Z, KA) w h enever f E X(Z, A) and g E X(Z, A). 
(ii) For every f, g and h in ,X(Z), 
1. llf *g Ill d llflll II&T Ill 
2. (h, 1) = (k, 1) 
3. <f *g,h) = (g,f*N 
(iii) For each g in X(Z) and K in X, the mapping f--f f z g t&es 
bounded subsets of (X(Z, K), I/ /II) ’ t m o relatively compact subsets of 
v-m u>. 
(iv) For each k in X(Z),f+ f * k is continuous as a mapping of ,X(Z) 
into itself. 
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We call * a convolution on .X(Z). If g E X(Z) and S C X(Z) we denote 
by S *g the set {k *g / k E S>. If we denote by f the function z -fF) for 
each f in ,X(Z) we have f * g = f * g wheneverf E ,X(Z) and g E X(Z). The 
convolution of real valued functions is therefore real. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  f  E X(Z) and g E ,X(Z), then 
llf*gllm ~IlfII,llgllm~ 
Proof. Suppose f  and g are given. For each k in X(Z), 
l&f *g>l = itf* kg)l < /lgl/cc lIJ* KIII G llgllm IlJlll II Kill 
= II g llcc llf Ill II k Ill . 
Hence, 
Ilf *g//m = supW,f *g>l I ~~~VM~lll < 11 
< sup~llg Ilm llf /II II k l/l I k E x(Z), /I k 111 < 1) 
= llg IL Ilf IL . 
A nonassociative example follows: Suppose that Z is a compact space and 
m is a positive measure on Z such that supp(m) = Z. For each f  and g in 
WZ) define f  * g = Cm, f  > g, and let the homeomorphism x -+ z’ be the 
identity. 
3. CONVOLUTION OF MEASURES 
For completeness we state and prove the following measure theoretic 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose p E MC(Z) and W is some neighborhood of 
supp(p). Then there is a net (gv)uE+,- in X(Z) satisfying the following three 
conditions : 
(1) ku . mid - 6 
(2) l/g,/II <ll~llforeachvin~; 
(3) supp(g,) C Wfor each z, in V. 
Proof. We may suppose that supp(p) is nonvoid. Denote by Ap the set 
{(x, x) 1 x E supp(p)}, and let V” be a basis for the neighborhood filter of Ap 
in Z x Z such that for each U in V we have UC W x W. Given v in V, 
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there is f,,’ in C(Z x 2) such that rngf,’ C [0, I], fV’[dp] = {I} and 
f,,‘[C v] = (0). Definef, by 
for each (x, y) in Z x Z. Now define g, by 
for each x in Z. 
Then for each v in V, g, E X(Z) and supp(g,) C IV. Since for each o in 
Y we have 
< ss f&, Y) dIP I (Y) dN4 
= ss f&, Y) W4 d I P I (Y) 
= ~~~PI(Y)=IIP/~> I 
we see that (2) is satisfied. It remains to show that (1) holds. Suppose h E X(Z) 
and E > 0. Then there is V, in Y such that I h(x) - h(y)/ < E /j p 11-l for all 
(x, y) in V, . Then e, C V, , v E V implies 
= ( jhR,dm - s I hdp 
= ( jj-Lh Y) 44 40) dm(x) - jjf& Y) 4~) dm(x) 44~) 1 
- / j j%> Y> (h(x) - h(y)) dm(x) 40) / - 
G J-I f&, Y) I 44 - 4y)l dm(4 d I P I (Y) 
G II f&,~) * E II P II-’ dm(x) d I CL I (Y) < E. 
Since E was arbitrary we conclude ((h, g, * m - P))“~Y -+ 0. Since h was 
arbitrary we conclude (1). This completes the proof. 
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Remark. If p is positive, then it is clear from the definition of gr that g,. 
is positive for each v in Y. 
Suppose p E M’(Z) and W is a neighborhood of supp(p). Denote by 
N(p, W) the set of all nets in X(Z) satisfying the conditions (I), (2) and (3) 
of Proposition 2. 
THEOREM 1. There is a unique bilinear mapping (CL, k) --f p * k of 
MC(Z) x X(Z) into X(Z) which extends the mapping (f . m, k) -+ f * k of 
,X(Z) * m x ,X(Z) into X(Z) and such that for each k in X(Z), the mapping 
p + (p * k) * m is continuous. For each p in MC(Z) and k in X(Z) we haae 
II II * k I/m 6 II CL II . II k II?; . 
Proof. Suppose k E X(Z). First we extend the mapping f * m + (f c k) * m 
to a mapping of MC(Z) into .X(Z)* (the algebraic dual of X(Z)). Later we 
show that the range of the extension is actually contained in X(Z) * m. 
By Exercise 11, Chapter IV, Section 1 of [l], X(Z)* is the completion 
of X(Z) - m. Furthermore, by Proposition 2, .X(Z) * m is dense in MC(Z). 
Hence there is a unique continuous linear extension of the mapping 
f * m --f (f * k) * m to a mapping having domain MC(Z) and range contained 
in X(Z)*. For each p in MC(Z) denote by T(p, k) the value of the extension 
mapping at p. For each p in MC(Z), the mapping k + T(p, k): X(Z) + .X(Z)* 
is linear, for if k EX(Z), k’ EX(Z) and c E C, then we may pick a net 
k&d in ,X(Z) such that (g, * m)acA + CL, and for each h in .X(Z), 
T(P, ck + k’) (h) = &$ga * (ck + 4, h) 
= fp$c(ga * k, hl + (g, * k’, h)l 
= c $$g, * k, h) + lit;nA(g, * k’, h) 
= cT(p, 4 (h) + T(pL, k’) (A). 
Suppose p E MC(Z) and let W be a compact neighborhood of supp CL. By 
Proposition 2 there is an element (gJaeA in A+, W). By (iii), {g, * K 1 a E A} 
is relatively compact in (,X(Z), U), h ence there is a cluster point f (in X(Z)) 
of the net (g, * k)aeA for the topology V. The cluster point f is the only 
such, for if f’ were another, we could pick subnets (g,),,, and (g&n of 
k&e.4 such that (g, * k),,, -f and (g, * k)BED 4 f’ for the topology 9?. 
Then for each h in .X(Z), 
<f, h) = is&t, * k h) = QL, 4 (4 
= $$g, * k, h) = ( f ‘, h), 
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hence f = f’ and we may denote f by p * k. We deduce that 
ka * k)aeA -+ p * k for the topology %‘. Since supp(g, * k) C K( W u supp(k)) 
for each a in A we conclude that (g, * k)oeA ---f t.~ * k uniformly and 
SUPP(P * k) C K(W u supp(W 
Since (by Proposition 1) 11 g, t k Ilrn < // TV I/ I/ k Iloo for each a in A, we obtain 
also I/ p * k ljra < II TV II II k jlrn . This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. (1) (f * m) * k = f * k whenever f and k are in X(Z). 
(2) Suppose k E X(Z), p E Me(Z), W is a compact neighborhood of 
~UPP(P) and (gAveY is an element of N(p, W). Then 
~UPP(P * K) C K(W’u supp(4) 
and (gV * k& converges uniformly to p * k. 
Denote by Co(Z) the space of continuous functions on Z vanishing at 
infinity. Since Co(Z) is the completion of ,X(Z) (with the sup-norm topology) 
and M”(Z) is dense in Ml(Z) (with the variation-norm topology), the condi- 
tion II p * k &, < II t.~ [I jl k Ilrn for each (p, k) in MC(Z) x ,X(Z) implies the 
existence of exactly one bilinear mapping (CL, f) -+ T(p, f) of Ml(Z) x CO(Z) 
into Co(Z) such that II T(p, f)lL < /I p II II f llm for each (p, f) in Ml(Z) x Co(Z) 
and T(p, f) = p *f whenever (CL, f) is in MC(Z) x .X(Z). Henceforth we 
denote T(p, f) by p *f whenever (CL, f) E Ml(Z) x C”(Z). 
For each TV in M(Z) define a measure 6 such that (f, @> = (J p} for each 
f in X(Z). 
PROPOSITION 3. 
p E MC(Z) -3 p E MC(Z), 
fi E W(Z) 0 p E W(Z), 
\/ 
fEC(Z)*ffm=ffm, 
CL E JWZ) * II 6 II = II P II 3 
(3.5) If p E MC(Z) and W is any neighborhood of supp(,.~), then 
(&Ll E w-.4 WI * (&)aoA E N(P, W). 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.6) If p E Ml(Z), f E CO(Z) and k E Y(Z) then (k, p *f) = (@ * k, f); 
if p E Ml(Z) and f e Z(Z) then 
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The proofs of these assertions will not be given; however, we remark that 
(3.6) can be obtained by first considering the case (p,f) E M”(Z) x ,X(Z). 
Suppose p E A&(Z) and k EL%‘“(Z). Then K + I; * k is continuous as a 
mapping of Co(Z) endowed with I/ !Icc into itself; if p E Me(Z) then K --f & c K 
is continuous as a mapping of X(Z) into itself. Hence we may make the 
following 
DEFINITION. For each (p, V) in Ml(Z) X M’(Z) U MC(Z) X M(Z) 
define a measure p * v such that (K, p * V) = (I; * tZ, V) for each k in X(Z). 
The mapping (I*, V) -+ p * v thus defined is called convolution of measures. 
Clearly, p * v E Ml(Z) and // p * v I/ < /I lo !/ /I v I) whenever 
(p, v) E Ml(Z) x Ml(Z). 
From the definition we obtain that for each TV in MC(Z), the mapping v -+ p * Y 
of M(Z) into M(Z) is continuous; furthermore, for each Y in M(Z), the map- 
ping p + p * Y of MC(Z) into M(Z) is continuous. Using Proposition 3 we see 
that convolution of measures is consistent with the embedding of C(Z) in 
M(Z); for each K in X(Z), TV in Mr(Z) and f in Co(Z) we have 
We observe also that 2’(Z) * m is a left ideal in Ml(Z). 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose p and v  are measures with compact support, W is a 
compact neighborhood of supp(t~) and V is a compact neighborhood of supp(v). 
Then supp(p * v) C K( W u V). 
Proof. Pick (g,),,, in N(p, W) and (hJsos in N(v, V). By the remarks 
following Theorem 1 we have supp(v * (h, * m) C K( W u V) for each s in S. 
Suppose k E X(Z) and supp(K) n K(W u V) = +. Since for each t.~ in 
M”(Z) the mapping v -+ p * v is continuous we have 
(k, p * v) = h&h, p * (h, * m)) = 0, 
supp(p * v) c K( w u V). 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that (f*g) * h = f* (g * h)for each f, g and h 
in X(Z). Then (CL t v) * A = p * (v * A) for each p, v  and h in Ml(Z). 
For measures in MC(Z) the result follows from the separate continuity of 
(p, v) + p * v on M”(Z) x Me(Z), and the fact that ,X(Z) * m is dense in 
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MC(Z). The Proposition then follows from the density of MC(Z) endowed with 
the norm I/ Ij , and the condition 11 p * v I/ ,< I/ p 11 IIv I/ for p and v in Ml(Z). 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 5 we have 
for each TV, v and h in Ml(Z). 
Proof. For each K in ,X(Z) we have 
(k, pi * A) = ((p * v) * k, X) = (p * (v * k), h) 
=(v*k,~*l\)=(k,;*I;*X), 
hence the result. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 5 we have 
(p * v) * x = /.L * (v * A) 
whenever h E M(Z), p E MC(Z) and v E MC(Z). 
Proof. Let k be arbitrary in X(Z). Then 
(k, (/L * v) * A) = (x * k, A) = ((; * ;) * k, A> 
= (; * (/Ii * k), A) = (; * k, v * A) = (k, TV * (v * A)). 
Since k was arbitrary we deduce (p * v) * h = p c (v * A). 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that f * g = g *f for each f  and g in (Z). Then 
p. * v = v * /.L whenever (/J, v) E Ml(Z) x Ml(Z). 
The proof of Proposition 6 is the same as the proof of Proposition 5. 
From the remark following Proposition 2 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that f  * g is positive whenever f  andg are in X(Z) 
and positive. Then p c v is positive whenever TV. and v are in Ml(Z) and positive. 
Proof. First suppose p E MC(Z). Let k be arbitrary in X(Z) and suppose 
k is positive. Pick a net (g& such that (gt - WZ)~.~ -+ p and g, is positive 
for each t in T. Then 
(k, /L * v) = (/.I * k, v) = L&g’, * k, v) > 0, 
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hence TV * Y is positive. If TV E M’(Z) then there is a sequence (P,),,~ 
such that (II pLn - P IILv ---f 0 and pn is positive for each n in N. Then for 
any positive k in ,X(Z) we have 
(k, CL * v> = (I; * k, v> = ;E$l;, * k, v> 3 0, 
hence the result. 
For each TV in M(Z) denote by ,Ci the measure such that (A, ,%) = (K, TV) 
for each k in X(Z). From the bilinearity of (p, V) -+ p * v it follows that 
CL * v = p * fi whenever 
(I*, v) E hP(Z) x M’(Z) u MC(Z) x M(Z). 
4. TRANSLATION OF FUNCTIONS AND MEASURES 
In this section we consider only bounded measures. We develop first a 
consequence of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose K E 3” and k E X(Z). Then the mapping TV -+ TV * k 
of MC(Z) into X(Z) takes bounded subsets of (M(Z, K), II/i) into relatively 
compact subsets of (X(Z), VT). 
Proof. Suppose B is a bounded subset of (M(Z, K), 1111). Let W be a com- 
pact neighborhood of K. For each p in B pick (gaP)aeAI, in N(p, W) (see 
Section 3). Since B is bounded, the set D = (g,” / p E B, a E A,) is bounded 
in (X(Z, K), /I iii) hence by (iii), Section 1, 
{g,” * k ! TV E B, a E A,} = D * k 
is relatively compact in (X(Z), %?). By Remark 2 following Theorem 1, the 
uniform closure of D * k contains B * k. Hence B * k is relatively compact 
in (X(Z), 9). 
COROLLARY 1. For each k in X(Z), the mapping z --+ cZ * k of Z into 
(X(Z), II llm) is continuous. 
Proof. Let (z,)aeA be a net in 2 which converges to some point z. Let W 
be a compact neighborhood of z. By Theorem 2, {e,. * k / z, E W, a E A) is 
relatively compact in (X(Z), U). Since (Ed, * k)asA -+ cZ; * k in X(Z) (the 
topology of which is weaker than g) we deduce that (cZ, * k)oaA + c, * k 
uniformly. 
COROLLARY 2. For each f  in Co(Z), the mapping x -+ cZ *f of Z into 
(Co(Z), // llm) is continuous. 
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Proof. Suppose z E 2 and 7 > 0. Pick K in X(Z) such that // K -film < v/3 
and a neighborhood U of z such that jJ eW * K -6, *KIj, < 7/3 whenever 
w E U. Then 
II %J *f - E.2 *film 
< II $6 *“f - EW * k Ilm + I! %U * ft - EZ * Jz l/m + II EZ * k - EZ * f llm d 7) 
whenever w E U. Since z and 7 were arbitrary the result follows. 
COROLLARY 3. For each k in X(Z), the mapping 
z-+(~,*k)~m:Z-+(Mc(Z),Jf) 
is continuous. 
Proof. Suppose z E Z and V is a compact neighborhood of a. Denote the 
compact K( V u supp K) by E. Since the topology y induces the norm 
topology on M(Z, E) it is enough to show that the mapping 
w -+ G * k : v - (M(Z, E), II II) 
is continuous, but this is obvious from Corollary 1. 
With every convolution defined as in Section 2 there is an associated 
left-convolution in the sense of [2]. We may take X, Y and L of [2] to be 
respectively (C(Z), %‘), MC(Z) and X(Z) * m. Then for each (CL, v) in Y x L 
p 4 v may be defined by 
(k, CL * v> = j- <k> E, * v> 444 
for each k in (Z). It is clear from the definition that 3(i) of [2] is satisfied. Let 
B be a bounded subset of (C(Z), %7). S’ mce (M”(Z), 3) is a barreled space, the 
family (p -+ (p, f))fEB is equicontinuous. By Corollary 3, a-+ E, *V is 
continuous for each v in L. Thus the family (z -+ (E, * v, f))hB is equi- 
continuous for each v in L. Since E* * v has compact support for v in L, this 
family is pointwise bounded. From the Ascoli theorem we conclude that 
(z -+ cc, * v9 f >I fsB is relatively compact in (C(Z), U) for each v in L. Using 
the notation of [2] we have, for f in C(Z), z in Z and v in L, 
v”(f) (a) = (f, l z * v). We conclude that 3(ii) is satisfied. 
Suppose that p and v are bounded measures on Z. Then for each k in .X(Z), 
(k, p * v) = (fi * k, v) = j- i; * k(z) C&(X) 
= j” Cc, ,P * k) dv(z) = s (p * EZ , k) dv(x) 
zzz 
S(s 
k(t) 4~ *  4 0)) W4, 
409/4III-5 
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and clearly the mapping x--f p * cz : Z + M’(Z) is continuous. On the 
other hand, suppose that a mapping (CL, V) + PV : Ml(Z) x M’(Z) ---f Ml(Z) 
is given and for each ,U in Ml(Z) there is a continuous mapping 
z4pL, : Z+W(Z) such that for each K in X(Z), 
Then pz = ALE% for each p in Ml(Z) and z in Z, since for each k in X(Z), 
We observe that this type of multiplication of measures is associative if (and 
only if) (/.Lv) E, = @(NJ for each f~, v in Ml(Z) and z in Z, for suppose 
t.~, v, h E Ml(Z). Then for each R in X(Z) we have 
hence 
5. THE COMPACTNESS CONDITION (iii) OF SECTION 2 
We state here several conditions which in the presence of (i), (ii) and (iv) 
imply the compactness condition (iii): 
(1) For each g in X(Z) and K in X, the mapping f--f *g takes 
bounded subsets of (X(Z), K), 11 Ill) in o e t q uicontinuous subsets of .X(Z). 
This condition is equivalent to (iii) by Proposition 1 and the Ascoli Theorem. 
(2) There is a subspace V of S(Z), dense in the sup-norm topology 
such that for each g in V and K in 3’ the mapping f + f t g takes bounded 
subsets of (X(Z, K), 11 III) into equicontinuous subsets of ,X(Z). 
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Clearly (1) 5 (2). Suppose (2) is satisfied, g E X(Z) and K E X. Sup- 
pose E > 0, B is a bounded subset of (X(Z, K), jl III) and z E Z. Let 
Pick h in V such that /I g - h jloo < 43 and a neighborhood U of z such that 
1 f c h(w) - f jr: h(z)/ < 43, whenever f E B and w E U. Then by Proposi- 
tion 1, 
If*d4 -f*&)l 
< lf*g(w) -f*h(7gl + If* 44 -f* 43 + If* 44 -f*&)l 
< p II g - h llm + 43 + B II h -g llm d E? 
whenever f E B and w E U. Since E was arbitrary, we deduce that (1) holds. 
(3) The convolution (f, g) -+ f * g is associative; for eachg in X(Z) and 
K in X the mapping f +f *g takes bounded subsets of (%(Z, K), 11 Ilm) 
into equicontinuous subsets of X(Z); the vector space U spanned by 
lf * g If E .X(Z), g E .x(Z)) is dense in (.X(Z), II ILJ. 
We show that (3) 3 (2). Let V = U. Suppose g E V, K E X and B is a 
bounded subset of (.X(Z, K), II &). Since g is of the form 
gI cd& * ki) 
(where ci E C, hi E X(Z), ki E X(Z) if 1 < i < n), we have 
B *g = i, {cif 1 f E B * (h, * KJ}. 
i=l 
Thus B *g is the finite union of equicontinuous sets and hence is equi- 
continuous. 
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